This is the topic web for the Summer Term 2020. We will send further learning activities linked to this on a weekly basis.
Literacy
Persuasive leaflets: to visit Disney World Resort in Florida and for a local tourist
attraction – somewhere you have been and enjoyed.
Non-fiction writing: information writing about Sharks and Turtles
Hurricane research: instruction writing for how to stay safe in a hurricane.
https://www.weather.gov/media/safety/hurricane_safety.pdf
create your own safety advice leaflet.
There’s a boy in the girl’s bathroom by Louis Sachar – this is the book that we
would have been reading this term.

Maths -Use White Rose home learning and Mymaths

P.E
- Athletics
- Striking and fielding

Geography Ideas –We will send ideas on a weekly basis.
-Identifying States of America

-

-

-

Decimals –adding and subtracting wholes and decimals, decimal
sequences, multiplying decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000.(move the digits to
the left or right!!
Properties of shape Mymaths year 5 Measuring Angles. Can you make
some Acute/Obtuse angles with your body? Or can you find some
around the home? Take some photos.
Continue with 4 operation arithmetic
Position and direction use Mymaths translation and reflection
Measure – converting units of measure use Mymaths converting
measures. Have a look at packaging in your cupboards at home and see
if you can convert them! This usually involves dividing or multiplying by
1,000 which you have already done!

Beyond the Magic
Kingdom

-Geographical features of Florida
- Compare and contrast climate Florida to another American state
-Tourism – why people visit Florida?
-Endangered species, e.g Turtles
- How hurricanes are formed and how they affect people.
https://www.geographyinthenews.org.uk/issues/issue-42/explaininghurricanes/ks2/
Below is a link to episode 7 of the Blue Planet series. Use this as
stimulus to create a poster or letter to persuade members of your
family to remember to recycle and reuse their plastic waste and

Art and DT
- First point perspective
- Pointillism
-Making Key lime pie https://www.spendwithpennies.com/no-bakekey-lime-pie/
Fauvismhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DXTWTbd8G4

Science
-Water cycle – week 1 home learning ideas.
Habitat of Sea turtles –
-Food chains What does a Sea turtle eat? Does anything
eat a Sea Turtle?

not to use single use plastic bottles or bags!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b09jbn5f/blue-planet-ii-series1-7-our-blue-planet

French
-Towns and shops

Music
-Reading notes on a scale
-Playing familiar songs on the recorder –
use youtube.
Listen to a range of different
composers- which do you like? Perhaps
draw a picture that is inspired by the
music.

RE and PSHCE
Explore the theme of water in different
religions
Transition to Year 6

